Abstract-Charging battery with a large C-rate current to shorten the charging time (CT) will induce the drastic electrochemical reaction, and thus bring about the significant temperature rise (TR), energy loss, performance degradation, and safety concern as well. To tackle this problem, an adaptive charging strategy with TR mitigation and cycle life extension is proposed in this study. Based on the relationship between the charging current and remaining state of charge (RSOC) which is extracted experimentally, a baseline charging current is determined first. To control the temperature rise further, a fuzzy TR controller (FTC) is devised to fine-tune the charging current according to the temperature gradient. Thus an adaptive charging current with temperature rise suppression mechanism can be generated dynamically in the entire charging process. The proposed charging strategy is validated by means of experimental studies and compared with the conventional constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) method. The results show that the average temperature rise, charging efficiency, and estimated cycle life have 31.24%, 2.06%, and 57.3% of improvement respectively as compared with that of the conventional CC-CV obtained. 
I. IntroductIon
T O deal properly with problems of energy shortage and global warming, the objective of cut in carbon emissions intended by governments is getting stricter. As a result, powertrain electrification has been regarded as the most promising substitute for a vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine to fulfill the international anticipation on eco-friendly and energy-efficient transportation [1] - [3] . Accordingly, automakers now are devoted to developing vehicle electrification using electronic components or subsystems in the form of hybrid electric vehicles or electric vehicles (HEVs/EVs). Power battery is a key component for the success of transportation electrification, in which the relevant issues concerned most by users include safety, endurance anxiety, charging time, and cost-effectiveness. Therefore, advanced energy storage systems (ESSs) together with intelligent energy management algorithms will be the essential technology for the electrification in the next generation EVs [4] .
Commercial batteries based on Lithium-ion (Li-ion) chemistry, in particular the LiFePO4 one, has been confirmed that their performances are very suitable for use in the ESS due to many remarkable characteristics [5] , [6] . For a battery storage system in EVs, a well-designed on-board charger [7] - [9] must be equipped with advanced charging strategies to ensure efficient and safe operations. On the other hand, excessive fast charging not only gives rise to the extreme electrochemical stresses but also results in the aging aggravation and significant performance degradation [10] , [11] . These degenerative effects arise from the increasing internal resistance of the battery caused by substantial temperature rise due to the increase in energy losses. The battery temperature rise is closely connected to the charging profile used and it is a competing factor to the charging time and energy loss generally. Nowadays, one of the commonly adopted methods for charging Li-ion batteries is the constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) strategy [12] . This method applies a fixed current to charge the battery in CC mode till a predefined voltage limit is reached, and then the charging process is switched to CV mode whose voltage is kept at the predefined voltage until the end-of-charge condition, which drops the current below a cut-off threshold, is met. The CC-CV charging method is easy to implement and can fully charge the battery. However, its performance is related to the pre-defined limit values. Therefore, how to select a proper charging current in the CC stage and the best time to transit CC to CV to reach preferable charging efficiency is still a challenging problem [13] . In addition, energy loss increased in CC mode leads to higher temperature rise. The CV stage substantially extends the charging time and thus will degrade the charging efficiency. Fast charging has always been an indispensable design of the battery employed in EVs [14] - [16] . Hence, how to make fast charging achievable yet still maintain safety, efficacy and longevity is a substantial challenge.
To meet the rapid charging criteria, various ameliorations or variants based on the standard CC-CV method have been proposed [17] - [19] . Experimental results demonstrate that these methods can attain a charging profile similar to the CC-CV in a simple and low-cost way, and obtain shorter charging time and higher charging efficiency than the standard CC-CV method. A series of studies on charging strategy, profile, or topology to meet the fast charging criteria were addressed by Chen et al. [20] - [22] . Improvements in charging efficiency and speed have been verified experimentally by these devised schemes. Comparing with the standard CC-CV, the multistage constant current charging method can offer better charging efficiency [23] - [25] . Intelligent control algorithms, such as fuzzy control [26] , neural network [27] , gray-prediction control [28] , and genetic approaches [29] , have also been adopted to elevate the accuracy of the parameter estimation and operating performance of the charger. Accurate characterization of the battery parameter and behavior is necessary for these algorithms. Besides, a model which exhaustively reflects the battery dynamic behavior in real time is difficult to construct, because the reaction process of the electrochemical, thermoelectric, and aging phenomena are sophisticated and unmeasurable. Therefore, development in charging modes alone could not promise to obtain best charging profiles and raise the charging efficacy significantly. Furthermore, the cycle life issues are seldom discussed in these researches. In recent, studies on optimal charging strategies based on battery equivalent circuit model, electrochemical and/or electrothermal models integrated with optimization control algorithms to find the optimum charging pattern out have become a focus. Such a problem can be regarded as a combinatorial optimization problem which is difficult to resolve with traditional methods. Several optimization techniques, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [30] , non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II [31] , the ant colony system [32] , and advanced optimal approaches with battery health-aware charging strategies formulated by the analysis and computation of accurate battery behavior models [10] , [33] - [37] have been applied to obtain the best compromise among the competing objectives and achieve charging performance amelioration. However, sophisticated models with real-time parameters update are necessary. High implementation complexity and computational burden make these optimal approaches more difficult to realize online and use low-end microprocessor chips. The Taguchi-based approach cooperated with fuzzy control have also been validated to be feasible and effective in searching for the optimal charging pattern of the five-step CC charging method [38] - [40] .
In this paper, a remaining capacity charging method with fuzzy TR control is proposed to determine proper charging currents adaptively as facing with different charging conditions. A corresponding baseline charging current is first selected depending on the relationship between the current SOC and charging current that is extracted from actual charging and discharging test data. Then an FTC is designed to fine-tune the charging current according to the battery temperature variation. By adding the fine-tuning incremental current to the baseline one, a charging current with TR alleviation can be obtained. The proposed adaptive charging strategy can regulate the charging current adaptively on the basis of changes in current SOC status and battery temperature to achieve performance promotion during the entire charging phase. Moreover, the adverse condition of using high C-rate current to charge battery with high SOC can be avoided. In addition, without need to model the exhaustive battery behavior, depending on the change of the charging condition, the proposed charging method has taken the nonlinearity of the battery electrothermal behavior and the circuit parameter non-ideality into account to attain the temperature rise suppression effectively via charging current dynamic regulation using fuzzy-based decision-making mechanism. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the architecture of the proposed charger. Fundamental and implementation of the proposed remaining capacity charging and fuzzy TR control strategy are described in Section III. Section IV shows experimental results, and comparisons with the traditional CC-CV method are given to highlight the performance improvement of the studied charging method. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section V. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the studied digitally-controlled Li-ion battery pack charger. The input voltage of the charger derived from a front-end ac-dc rectifier with a regulable output voltage which is adaptable to the applications of battery-powered devices. The battery pack used in this paper is made up of 4-series-2-parallel (4S2P) Li-ion battery cells, in which each cell has nominal capacity of 2200 mAh. The range of the pack voltage is 12 V~16.8 V, and all cells are screened beforehand to ensure that each cell has the similar characteristics. The synchronous buck converter (SBC) was adopted as the power stage. The gas gauge IC bq20Z45 [41] was used to estimate the SOC of the battery pack. Temperatures of the bat-tery exterior and room were detected by the temperature sensor. The proposed adaptive charging approach was implemented by a low-cost dsPIC microcontroller unit (MCU) from Microchip [42] . The firmware written in the MCU carries out the remaining capacity charging strategy, fuzzy temperature rise control, and quantizes the detected battery voltage V bat , current I bat , SOC, battery and room temperatures T (°C), and the feedback signals to reduce the circuit complexity.
II. Battery charger archItecture
The PC with developed graphic user interface (GUI) records and monitors various battery data and waveforms online during the charging process. The SOC gauge IC communicates with the MCU through the inter-integrated circuit (I 2 C) protocol, andthe connection between the MCU and PC is via the universal asynchronous receiver transmitter standard RS-232. The data of the RSOC and TR are sampled and quantized by the analog to digital converter (ADC) and filtered by finite impulse response (FIR) filter, respectively, and then these data are sent to the remaining capacity charging controller and fuzzy TR controller, which are realized by firmwares in the MCU. Based on the variation of the pack RSOC and temperature, the RCC controller outputs a corresponding coarse-tuning current and the FTC outputs a fine-tuning incremental charging current ΔI fine , which is added to the coarse-tuning current to generate areference value I ch-ref that is the desired charging profile. Comparing the reference value with actual charging current, an error is obtained and routed to the proportional integral differential (PID) compensator to calculate the required duty cycles of the digital pulse width modulation (DPWM) gating signals. Simultaneously, the data are recorded by PC and displayed on the GUI.
In low-voltage and high-current applications, the power consumption of the diode in buck converter due to the forward voltage drop V FD and the equivalent resistance R D has become one of the main reasons for the decrease in efficiency. The conduction loss will increase with the increase in output current. An SBC, which replaces the diode with a synchronous rectifier (a MOSFET with very low on-resistance R ds-on ), is adopted to further reduce the conduction loss of the diode. As shown in Fig.  1 , the conduction loss and switching loss of switch Q 1 can be expressed as (1) (2) Where D is the duty cycle, I rms is the RMS value of the switch current, t ri is the current rise time, t fv is the voltage fall time, and f s is the switching frequency. The conduction losses of the synchronous rectification MOSFET Q 2 and the conventional diode can be expressed by
Where V FBD2 is the turn-on voltage drop of the body diode BD 2 in Q 2 , and t delay is the turn-on delay time of the body diode.
When Q 2 is on, the relationship between the RMS current I rms and I o is (5) Then, in (3), if the loss of the body diode is neglected, the power consumption caused by the resistor R ds2-on can be approximated as (6) Substituting (5) into (4), the diode conduction loss can be obtained by (7) From (6) and (7), if R D = R ds2-on , then the diode will have one more forward voltage drop loss than the synchronous rectifier. Therefore, if the output is low voltage and large current, the efficiency of the buck converter with conventional diode will be much lower than that of using the synchronous rectifier. According to the rating of the battery pack, an 85 W charger adopting the above-mentioned topology was designed. The design specifications of the charger are listed in TABLE I.
III. ProPosed chargIng strategy
A novel adaptive charging profile control strategy combining the residual capacity charging with a fuzzy temperature-rise controller is proposed in this paper. In order to achieve the control objectives, firstly it is necessary to know the time required for fully charging battery with different charging C rates at different remaining capacities and the temperature rise obtained by the same charging process through the experimental tests. Then the relationships between the CT and RSOC as well as the TR and RSOC with different charging C rates can be derived, respectively. Next, a commensurate charging current I RSOC (or called corase-tuning charging current) can be determined prop- Microcontroller Unit (MCU) erly based on the current RSOC gauged correspondingly, thus the situation of charging high SOC battery with high C rate can be avoided. The CT required for full charge can also be shorten because the selected corase-tuning charging current has a good charging time ratio (CTR), which is defined as the ratio of full charge time required for 1 C charging current to that required for the selected coarse-tuning current in the CC-CV method. In addition, in order to further control the battery temperature rise, a fuzzy temperature-rise controller is developed to fine tune the charging current based on the dynamic change in battery temperature. When the battery temperature rises, the charging current is reduced, otherwise, the charging current is increased. By imposing the fine-tuning current ΔI fine on the coarse-tuning current I RSOC , the desired charging current with TR control can be obtained. Thus the battery can be fully charged in an acceptable charging time, and the temperature rise is controllable to relieve the performance degradation. The proposed method is adaptable because, during the charging process, the charging current can be dynamically regulated according to the changes of the battery SOC status and battery temperature to achieve TR alleviation and lifespan extension. That is, a proper baseline (coarse) charging current, in accordance with the gauge of the current RSOC, can be first determined through the studied curve-fitting relationship between the charging current and the RSOC variation. Thus the adverse condition of using high C-rate current to charge battery with high SOC can be avoided. Next, an incremental current is generated through the devised fuzzy temperature controller and imposed on the coarse current to finely regulate the charging current to control the temperature variation further. Therefore, the adaptability of the presented method derives from the charging profile can be controlled dynamically by following the changes of current charging state and temperature to fully charge battery with reasonable charging time and low temperature rise. In the following subsections, the philosophy of the studied remaining capacity charging method and the design principle of the FTC are described respectively.
A. Philosophy of Remaining Capacity Charging
The remaining capacity charging (RCC) method can measure a battery current SOC to adjust how much charging current must be used. Before implementing this method, several experiments must be done to determine the best charging profil required for each gauged SOC. Through the experimental test, relevant information and data for fully charging a battery at different remaining capacity with different C rates can be acquired, then the relationships between the CT and RSOC as well as the TR and RSOC can be extracted from the meaured records. Accordingly, for a battery with any initial RSOC, an evaluation criterion for determination of the suitable charging current to reach the acceptable CT and lower TR can be established via the analysis and exploration of the derived relationship among the charging time, temperature rise, and remaining state of charge. To obtain the data required for the RCC method, different C-rate (0.2 C ~ 1 C with a step of 0.1 C) charging currents are used to charge a battery with different initial RSOCs (0% ~ 100% with a step of 10%). Using Fig. 2 as an example to illustrate the experimental test procedure. In Fig. 2(a) , assuming that the battery has 40% of initial RSOC. The test process needed to charge the battery from 70% to 100% of RSOC with 1 C rate is shown in Fig. 2(b) . from Fig. 2(a) , the battery is first charged with 1 C rate until the voltage reaches 4.2 V, the CV mode with 4.2 V is run until the current drops below 0.01 C, then stop charging and rest 1.5 hours. The next, discharge with 0.1 C is carried out. After discharging for 3 hours, stop discharging and rest 1.5 hours. At this time, the battery RSOC is about 70%. The next step is to charge the battery with 1 C rate again. As the battery voltage reaches 4.2 V, it is switched to CV mode until the end of charging is reached, then stop charging and rest 1.5 hours. From this test, the CT and TR required for charging the battery from 70% to 100% of RSOC with 1 C rate can be measured. Similarly, other datum acquired for charging battery from different percent remaining capacity to 100% using different C rates can be obtained by running the similar test procedures.
As mentioned above, the test results of the CT and RT obtained by charging a battery with specified initial RSOCs to full charge using different C rates are shown in TABLE II and Fig. 3 , respectively. From the measured charging time listed in TABLE II, a charging time ratio (CTR) is defined as the ratio of the fullcharge time required for 1 C rate to those required for the other 0.2 C to 0.9 C ones. The calculated CTR and the differences of full-charge tme between the 0.2 C to 0.9 C and 1 C is tabulated in TABLE III, in which the Δt is the charging-time differencebetween charging with 0.2 C~0.9 C and with 1 C, and the corresponding CTR cureves is ploted in Fig. 4 . The design objective is to shorten the CT as possible but still maintain the acceptable TR and satisfy safety constraints, therefore the CTRs more than 0.9 (coloring fields in TABLE III) are chosen as the evaluation criterion in this study. It can be noted that, from TABLE III, when the remaining capacity is 0%, the difference of charging time between using 0.9 C charge and using 1 C charge is only 5 minutes and 37 seconds; additionally, as the remaining capacity is 90%, the difference of CT between using 0.4 C charging and 1 C charging is only 2 minutes and 50 seconds. As a result, there is no need to charge battery using the highest C rate always, and a proper charging current can be determined based on the current remaining capacity, which can reduce the adverse effect of excessive TR on battery life.The 4400 mAh battery pack was used in this study to do experimental confirmation. Based on the evaluation criterion as shown in TABLE III, the charging currents with CTRs over 0.9 are listed in TABLE IV. Where the I bat is the charging current at 1 C, i.e. I bat = 4.4 A in this paper. The given charging current I RSOC,i is equivalent to the desired coarse-tuning current whose CTR is greater than 0.9 at each corresponding RSOC in this research. Furthermore, to fulfill practical charging application, a mathematical model is built from the limited experimental samples. The curve fitting was employed to formulate the relationship between the I RSOC,i and the RSOC i . Fig. 5 illustrates the dependence of the desired charging current on different RSOCs. The curve function fitted by the quadratic polynomial is expressed by (8) For the specifications of the battery pack used here, the coefficient k 1 is -2.5×10
, k 2 is 0.001167, and k 3 is 3.74.
B. Design Principle of Fuzzy Temperature-Rise Controller
In order to alleviate the battery aging effect, a fuzzy temperature-rise controller (FTC) is designed to fine modulate the charging current. This fine tuning current is imposed on the coarse-tuning current to produce the desired charging current, which features ability of temperature rise control. In other words, an incremental current ΔI fine was generated by the fuzzy temperature controller and added to the I RSOC,i to further regulate the charging current according to the variation of the working temperature. When the TR was increasing during charging process, the charging current will be reduced for a ΔI fine step consecutively to drop the temperature rise and diminish impact on the battery. On the other hand, as the TR was decreasing, the charging current will be increased for a ΔI fine step each time to shorten the charging time. The scheme of the proposed FTC is shown in Fig. 6 . From  Fig. 6 , the input variables of the FTC are the temperature rise (TR) and the 2-second temperature rise (ΔTR). In which the TR was defined as the difference between the battery surface temperature and the room temperature.The ΔTR was the difference between the present TR and the TR before two seconds.The output variable was the incremental current ΔI fine . The Mamdani-type Minimum inferential method cooperating with the center of sum (COS) defuzzification procedure was utilized in this paper to obtain the crisp output.The membership functions (MFs) corresponding to the TR, ΔTR, and ΔI fine are illustrated in Fig. 7(a)-(c) , respectively. According to the experience of the lithium-ion battery charging, five fuzzy subsets are designated for the input and output variables respectively. The universe of discourse (UOD) in the MFs of TR and ΔTR aredefined on the domain [0°C, 4°C] and [-0.1°C, 0.1°C], respectively. On the other hand, the UOD of the output variable is defined on the domain [-20%, 20%]. In Fig. 7(a) , the linguistic values S, MS, M, ML, and L represent temperature rise small, medium small, medium, medium large, and large, respectively. From Fig. 7(b) and (c), the NL, NS, Z, PS, and PL stand for ΔTR and ΔI fine negative large, negative small, zero, positive small, and positive large, respectively. Except for the two fuzzy subsets (trapezoidal MFs are considered) at the outmost ends, symmetric triangles with equal bases and 50% overlap with adjacent MFs are chosen. In addition, according to the expert experience and knowledge base, the rule base of the incremental current ΔI fine are derived in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8 , the rule base consists of 25 IF-THEN inference rules (Rule01~Rule25) to derive the ΔI fine .To do the fuzzy reasoning, fuzzy logic principles are applied to combine IF-THEN rules from the rule base into a mapping from fuzzy input sets to output sets. For example, the deducing rule can be described as if TR is small and ΔTR is negative large, then the ΔI fine is positive large (PL, Rule 01) and so on. From Rule01, the fuzzy implication can be interpreted that the electrochemical reaction inside the battery was not severe and the temperature was low. Then the charging current can be increased to accelerate the chargingprocess. In this study, the COS defuzzification is utilized to convert the output subsets with different degrees of MF into quantized outputs. The gravity of the area activated can be computed by (9) Where the denominator term is the cumulative sum of each point function value Y(X i ), and the numerator term is the position of each point on the X axis multiplied by the function value Y(X i ).
IV. exPerImental results
This section provides experimental results and waveform measurements to verify the correctness and feasibility of the designed charger and proposed charging strategy. Test results obtained by the studied remaining capacity with fuzzy TR control (RCFTC) charging, remaining capacity charging (RCC), and conventional CC-CV method are analyzed and compared to emphasize the effectiveness and performance boost of the devised scheme in terms of temperature mitigation, charging efficiency, and life cycle. Fig. 9 shows the implemented charger prototype and the main menu of the developed GUI. From Fig. 9(a) , the prototype consisits of a SBC-based power circuit with a MCU control core, the SOC and temperature guage ICs with communication protocoal interfaces, and the 4S2P battery pack under charge. The GUI, constructed by the LabVIEW software as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) , shows the records of the pack voltage (V bat ), charging current (I bat ), battery external temperature (T bat ) and room temperature (T amb ), calculated temperature rise (TR) and 2-second temperature rise (ΔTR), and the remaining SOC (RSOC) online during the charging phase. To verify the designed charger, the waveforms of the output current (I o ), voltage (V o ), two gating signals (V GS1 , V GS2 ) of the power switches generated by the MCU, and the efficiency are measured. The input voltage is 24 V. Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the measured V GS1 and V GS2 waveforms when the I o is 4.4A and the V o is equal to the minimal and maximum voltages of the battery pack, 12 V and 16.8 V, respectively. Obviouly, the charger current can maintain stable output in the variation range of the pack voltage. The measured waveforms prove that the circuit functions completely meet the demand of design specifications. The measured efficiency of the charger is depicted in Fig. 10(c) . It can be observed that the design requirement with charger efficiency above 90% has been achieved in all load output range due to the use of the synchronous rectifier has reduced the conduction losses significantly. The maximum efficiency is 94.39% that occurs at near 17 W output power. Two variable steps of the incremental current ΔI fine (i.e. ΔI fine_10% and ΔI fine_20% ) were studied for the proposed RCFTC charging method to further check and clarify the effect of the temperature rise suppression. Fig. 11 illustrates the regulation mechanism of charging currents for different charging strategies. The variation of the generated TR obtained from different charging methods was shown in Fig. 12 . The maximum and average TRs obtained by different charging methods in three tests were tabulated in TABLE V. The charging time (CT), charging capacity (C c ), discharge capacity (C d ), and charging efficiency (η c ) measured with different charging approaches are summarized in TABLE VI. Where the charging efficiency η c is defined as the ratio of the discharge capacity to capacity charged into battery during charging process. It can be observed that, from Fig. 11 , in the initial stage of charging, the magnitude of the charging current modulation of the proposed RCFTC methods (for steps of ΔI fine_10% and ΔI fine_20% ) is less than other methods, thus drastic electrochemical stresses can be avoided. On the other hand, in spite of the full-charge terminated time is slightly longer than that of the counterpart methods, however, in the later phase of charging, the magnitude of the charging current regulation of the proposed RCFTC method is larger than other methods, so as to shorten the charging time. Therefore, the provided adaptive charging current profile can accomplish the research objectives successfully to subdue battery's TR and aging phenomenon. Accordingly, from Fig. 12 , under the control of the TR suppression, the proposed RCFTC with 20% ΔI fine step shows the remarkablere lieved effect on temperature rise and the charging efficiency also outperforms those of other counterpart methods obtained.
Furthermore, from TABLE V, as comparing the average TR of the three studied methods (RCC, RCFTC with ΔI fine_10% and ΔI fine_20% ) with that of the conventional CC-CV method, the average TRs have reduction of 18.5%, 23.2% and 31.24%, respectively. Obviously, the experimental results exactly reflect the theoretical argument and effectiveness of the proposed charging method. It is noted that, refer to TABLE V and VI, although the traditional CC-CV method has the shortest charging time, the temperature is high and the charging efficiency is low. The ratio of the RCC charging time to the CC-CV charging time, i.e. the CTR is 0.885, which is close to the expected 0.9. The CTRs of the RCFTC with ΔI fine_10% and ΔI fine_20% methods are 0.858 and 0.838, respectively. In addition, due to the less TR leads to the less energy loss and aging effect. Hence, the average charging efficiencies of the studied methods, as shown in TABLE VI, have 1.62%, 1.76% and 2.06% of improvements respectively as compared with that of the conventional CC-CV method. Therefore, the RCFTC charging mechanism proposed in this paper can effectively improve the charging efficiency and reduce the most temperature rise. Finally, to prove the performance of the proposed method, battery cycling test was conducted. The studied RCFTC with ΔI fine_10% and conventional CC-CV charging methods have been run to evaluate their service time. Two brand new cells with identical nominal capacity (2200 mAh) produced by the same manufacturer are used. Both cells were put into the thermostatic containerin which the operating temperature is maintained at 25°C to control the impact of the temperature factor on cycle life. Test conditions of one cycle period are set up as follows: for conventional CC-CV method, a 1-C current is used to charge one cell in CC mode, and then a CV mode is applied to fully charge battery. The next, discharge with 0.1 C is conducted until the discharge cut-off voltage is reached. Analogously, the proposed RCFTC with ΔI fine_10% is run to fully charge the other cell, and then discharge with 0.1 C is done until the discharge cut-off voltage is reached. Fig. 13 illustrates the estimated relationship between RSOC drop (in %) and cycle numbers. From  Fig. 13 , the cycling numbers of the proposed RCFTC and CC-CV methods when the capacity drop to 97.3% of the original capacity are 151 and 96, respectively. Although the test has not been run until the battery capacity drops to the specified unusable level (e.g. 80%), yet under normal situation, the trend of capacity drop will remain fixed in the long-term cycling test with the same charging/discharging patterns. Consequently, the charging algorithm proposed in this paper can be estimated to provide 57.3% more cycle-life count than that of the conventional CC-CV method. The comparison result of the estimated cycle number test again demonstrates that the high temperature rise has severe impact on battery lifetime. 
V. conclusIons
A digitally-controlled Li-ion battery charger with an adaptive charging strategy has been studied and developed in this paper. The devised charger can dynamically generate the desired charging profile depending on the battery SOC state and temperature variation, that is, the temperature changes of the battery and ambient have been considered in the proposed method. Accordingly, the proposed remaining capacity charging with fuzzy temperature control approach can avoid using high C-rate current to charge battery with high RSOC, and thus the phenomenon of the battery aging aggravation due to the extreme electrochemical stress can also be subdued.The power stage of the charger is implemented by the synchronous-rectified buck converter to further reduce the conduction loss. The firmware and GUI of the proposed system are constructed by a low-cost micro controllercore and LabVIEW software.
Experimental results validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed charger and charging control strategy. The largest 31.24% reduction of the average temperature rise, 2.06% improvement of the charge efficiency, and estimated 57.3% increase in cycle-life count have been accomplished, while maintaining reasonable charging time, as comparedwith the conventional CC-CV method. In addition, without need to build the exhaustive battery model, depending on the change in charging condition, the proposed strategy has taken the nonlinearity of the battery electrothermal behavior and the circuit parameter non-ideality into consideration to effectively achieve the temperature rise mitigation and lifespan extension through charging current dynamic regulation using fuzzy-based decision-making procedure. On the other hand, the proposed charging strategy reaches the charging performance melioration at the cost of a longer charging time needed than that of the CC-CV method, even though the CTR above 0.9 is chosen and the charging time increase still lies in an acceptable range. Accordingly, the future work will focus on exploring the optimum charging profile to substitute for the curve-fitting function in (8) . Then a multi-objective function consisting of the charging time, energy loss, and temperature rise will be formulated and solved through advanced optimization algorithms to obtain the best trade-off among the competing objectives for efficient charging management. 
